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We’re proud to release our premier edition of our U.K. L&D Report:
2018. This report was born out of a running dialogue with our
users who have asked us to help disseminate more information
about what features high-functioning L&D departments have in
common.
As inspiring as it can be to look only towards industry giants for
answers, there are examples of outstanding L&D departments
from a spectrum of team sizes, budgets and diverse organisational
cultures. That’s why we at findcourses.co.uk have cast our net wide
to look for the best practices that resonate across this spectrum,
and have surveyed and interviewed these organisations to ask them
about what has made their initiatives successful.
In our survey results, we found a strong correlation between
success indicators and several practices such as interest in using
new technologies, a tight process of reporting training ROI and
promoting a culture of learning in the organisation. We’ve included
these features in our report as well as links to the full interviews.
Also included is a best-practice guide to making the most of
the Apprenticeship Levy, based on our research and interviews
with companies leveraging the funds. Finally, we’ve highlighted
innovative solutions to common development challenges that U.K.
organisations showcased in their 2017 Learning at Work Week
activities.
We hope our research gives you practical and actionable insights
that will help encourage lifelong learning in the corporate world.
We would like to thank the L&D professionals who took time away
from their exciting and important work to share their expertise in the
hope of helping and inspiring more meaningful workplace learning.

— abby guthrie
Editor
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flavours, smells and styles because every
organisation is different,” says Steve Garguilo,
who led a cultural revolution at Johnson &
Johnson through a grassroots movement which
included the world’s first global corporate
TEDx programme.
L&D teams should therefore choose and
promote learning cultures that address and
complement the specific needs of their
organisations. “It is important to remember
the specific context of the organisation and
its workforce, as the culture needs to be a
good fit for both,” says Will Chaney, Workforce
Capability Team Manager at Essex Social Care
Academy – Adult Social Care, part of Essex
County Council.

PROMOTING A LEARNING CULTURE IN
YOUR ORGANISATION
How L&D leaders build learning cultures from the ground up
Top-performing organisations are five times
more likely to have learning cultures, suggesting
a culture of learning is a key component of
business success. “An organisation’s ability to
learn, and translate that learning into action
rapidly, is the ultimate competitive advantage,”
according to Jack Welch, former chairman and
CEO of General Electric.

of what they do for customers, themselves,
shareholders and other stakeholders. [It] is an
environment in which learning how to learn is
valued and accepted. In a learning culture, the
pursuit of learning is woven into the fabric of
organisational life.”
What does that look like in action? To find
out, we’ve identified various L&D leaders who
have worked to lead a holistic cultural shift in
the communities of their organisations. They
come from a diverse array of industries and
organisational sizes, from both the public
and private sectors, and have shared their
experience and insights in leading cultural
change.

Stephen Gill, co-owner of Learning to be Great,
LLC, a resource for creating and sustaining a
learning culture in organisations, characterises
a ‘‘learning culture [as] a work environment that
supports and encourages the continuous and
collective discovery, sharing and application
of knowledge and skills at the individual,
team and whole organisation levels in order
to achieve the goals of the organisation. [It] is THERE IS NO ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL
a culture of enquiry; an environment in which
LEARNING CULTURE
employees feel safe challenging the status
quo and taking risks to enhance the quality Learning cultures come in “a lot of different
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their individual learning makes a positive impact
on business success. Communicating personal
learning as the driver of organisational
success underpins a learning culture.
After solidifying the connection between what
employees do and how that contributes to
the organisation, Edwards says Getty Images
employees have “more awareness that they’re
always absorbing information and making
decisions in all that they do – therefore always
learning and applying that learning – and realise
that our company encourages and appreciates
that time and effort.”

“ ...by empowering more people in

The implementation of learning cultures is
your organisation, that's where huge
becoming more necessary as training,
change happens. ”
technology and learning needs evolve.
— steve garguilo
“Historically, our workforce had effectively
been ‘spoon-fed’ training opportunities,
johnson & johnson
usually in a traditional classroom-based format,
which was no longer an option,” says Chaney.
“We needed a different learning culture which LINK LEARNING TO PROMOTION
would increase staff’s personal responsibility
for their own learning and introduce more Another way to help employees understand
variety and flexibility in learning opportunities the value of continuous learning is by offering
professional development incentives. People
in order to suit our specific context.”
and Culture Manager, Jo Rapley, explains how
Yet, this isn’t a cut and dry process. Everyone this worked successfully for global resourcing
we spoke with described finding an optimum partnership BPS World: “Every employee has
organisational learning culture as an ongoing a Personal Development Plan (PDP) which
process; one of continuous exploration and links closely to our ‘Stars’ career development
discovery of what works best for their tribe.
programme. In order to receive a promotion,
individuals have to achieve two consecutive
sets of quarterly objectives. This year alone,
KEEP EMPLOYEE IMPACT AT
42% of our employees have been promoted.”
THE HEART OF WHAT YOU DO
When learning is considered a performance
factor, employees will seek out training
proactively. “As soon as employees realised
that their own careers were hugely impacted
by embarking on the L&D programme, we
noticed a rise in training requests. In addition
It is crucial to help learners understand how to employees requesting internal training
A healthy professional learning culture is “one
which puts the employee at the centre of
everything,” says Kim Edwards, Talent and
Leadership Development Manager at Getty
Images and co-presenter of Learning Now TV.
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courses, we observed an increase in employees
wanting to deliver training (peer-to-peer), more
individuals interested in buddying new starters
and a rise in demand for LinkedIn Learning
Licences. All clear indicators that employees
recognise the value of training.”

WORK WITH SENIOR LEADERSHIP
Executive-level support is key in any learning
initiative, but it is more essential than ever
when taking on the endeavour of transforming
company culture.
In our survey to over 180 U.K. L&D departments,
the number one comment from professionals
about how they encourage a culture of learning
is through meaningful and overt support from
senior leaders. This support may look like
personally modelling engagement in learning,
connecting employee learning directly to
promotions and giving L&D leaders the
funding to support research, creation and
implementation of programmes.
“Where new methods of learning are
introduced, we have also found that getting
‘buy-in’ from influential people, such as Service
Managers, has helped,” Chaney explains. “If
they feel that a particular initiative is a useful
one, they are more likely to encourage their
staff to get involved.”

be helped by “building a relationship with the
internal communications team. They’re always
in the know, with direct partnerships at
executive level, and can help promote L&D
activity, aims and brand,” according to Edwards.
You can also work with catalysts in your
organisation who exemplify the culture you’re
trying to create. “As opposed to trying to drive
change from within an HR function or from the
senior executive level, it’s critical to amplify
voices buried within the organisation who are
connectors and who are making new ideas
happen. So if you’re an L&D professional,
what can you do to start building up an army of
people in diverse places in your organisation
to help you with your goals? We all know
that we never have enough resources in L&D
to do everything that we want to do, but by
empowering more people in your organisation,
that’s where huge change happens,” says
Garguilo.

“A healthy professional learning

culture is one which puts the employee
at the centre of everything. ”

Although executive buy-in is paramount, it’s
important to draw on key influencers, and they
may not be individuals you have previously
worked with. Driving a learning culture can
8 | FINDCOURSES.CO.UK | U.K. L&D REPORT: 2018

It’s not just about
numbers any more

— kim edwards
Getty Images

If you need to attain buy-in, we recommend
pitching senior management with specific PUSH FOR ACCOUNTABILITY ON
desired business outcomes that can be met ALL ENDS
with an improved learning culture and then
tying each culture campaign tightly and Individual accountability for learning is a
linchpin in any learning culture; when corporate
measurably to organisational goals.
learning becomes “pull” instead of “push,” the
organisation wins. This behaviour needs to be
CONNECT WITH KEY CULTURAL
modelled by the L&D department.

INFLUENCERS

ICAEW
ACADEMY OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Embracing accountability as an L&D
department by encouraging and acting on
feedback, will go a long way. “I think [a healthy
professional learning culture] is one where
feedback and recognition is encouraged and
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appreciated, and valued as an important aspect
of development and progress,” says Edwards.
This also means prioritising your department’s
professional development. “As a team, we are
practicing what we preach, with several of our
L&D members undertaking further or higher
qualifications,” says Sian Musial, an L&D
specialist at Pepper Financial Services Group.
Ultimately, the success of a learning culture
depends on the engagement of the entire
organisation, as Chaney explains: “Everyone
needs to take responsibility for their own
learning; everyone should be willing to try
different means of learning, including personal
reading and experiential learning; and
reflecting on your own learning is essential to
help transfer learning into practice.”

USE TECHNOLOGY AS AN ENABLER
Technology can be a powerful ally in cultural
transformation. “If we’re not tech literate
as L&D teams, then we’re at risk of falling
incredibly far behind,” says Garguilo.
What all high-performing learning organisations
seem to agree on is that technology is the
enabler and not the starting point.
Technology has played an important role
in the increase of knowledge-sharing and
collaboration, according to Musial. However,
Pepper Financial Services “remains committed
to bringing people into a room to experience
training in group settings where the status
quo can be challenged and productive
discussion can drive the change and
improvement agenda.”
“Technology has also enabled us to launch
new forms of learning, such as virtual reality
apps,” Chaney explains. “We have partnered
with a specialised external website to provide
staff with reading and research materials
which are directly relevant to their professional
practice; this website, as well as our LMS,
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enable staff to keep their own record of their
CPD and reflective learning.” This shows how
technology can help staff take ownership of
their learning, a pivotal aspect of a successful
learning culture. Other applications could take
the form of encouraging learner groups in
social platforms like Slack, enabling learners to
share their knowledge through video platforms,
or helping employees track and visualise their
learning progress.

“What happens culturally throughout an
organisation is linked to what happens with
learning and career development and viceversa,” says Musial.

Seizing the opportunity to introduce new
learning cultures while an organisation is
already open to, or experiencing change,
may prove successful. For Essex Social Care
Academy, it was industry changes that sparked
the introduction of new learning approaches.
Chaney says: “In a way, we were helped in
BE SPECIFIC ABOUT THE IMPACT starting this process by the various changes
YOU’RE LOOKING FOR AND THEN that were introduced in relation to adult social
care over the last few years . . . the inevitable
MEASURE IT
During Stephen Garguilo’s time at Johnson need to deliver social care in a different way
& Johnson, he focused on measuring the and a new learning management system to
rise of employee engagement throughout the name a few.”
company through metadata on digital and A cultural transformation of learning is unlikely
social technologies, their improvement in critical to happen overnight. “Patience will be
skills and net promoter scores. But for him, necessary,” says Chaney, “as well as
“Stories were also a really important measure. determination and an agreed plan to achieve a
I’d constantly be on the lookout for impact well-defined outcome. The methods to deliver
stories of product development and people the change may need to vary and be adapted
development, and collecting dozens of those through time.” For those ready to start
stories was really valuable in being able to implementing or reinforcing a learning culture,
demonstrate value as well as inspire others to education is key. “For a culture of learning to
realise similar outcomes.”
be fostered successfully, the concept has to be
At Pepper Financial Services, one of their understood, supported and driven from every
desired impacts was for progress in their level of the organisation,” says Edwards.
business measure of being an employer In order to inspire a learning culture, the
of choice. They were specific in what they organisations we spoke with recommended
considered impacts, including enhanced promoting learning from failure as well as
internal promotion and movement, lowered success, advocating for employee freedom
attrition, and brand and cultural awareness. to challenge the status quo with new ideas,
supporting and publicising innovation that
springs from learning, and if possible, giving
MAKE IT PART OF A LARGER
learners encouragement and a platform to
CULTURAL TRANSFORMATION
collaborate with each other after training
It’s no surprise that a learning culture is events have taken place.
intertwined with business performance, so if
your overall company culture is suffering, your
battle can be an uphill one. On the flip side,
your department has the capability to positively
To read the full interviews featured
impact your organisation for years to come.
in this article, click here.
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L&D BENCHMARKING SURVEY: 2018

U.K. L&D professionals report on their employee learning budgets, their biggest
challenges, and more
Employee learning is a key element in nurturing talent and driving organisations forward.
That’s why we surveyed over 180 HR and L&D professionals from the U.K. to learn how their
organisations are investing in talent, how they measure their impact, and what attitudes
different levels in the organisation hold about corporate learning.
We collected survey results through our member database as well as through our partnership
with the Campaign for Learning and only included responses from professionals managing or
directing learning initiatives in their organisation. In order to better understand the relationship
between L&D and company growth, we added an additional layer of analysis by segmenting
companies with increased turnover in the past financial year.

WHICH INDUSTRY BEST DESCRIBES YOUR
ORGANISATION?
13%

14%

24%

Public Administration

Industry

Professional Services
Management, administration
and support, finance

15%

Mining, oil and gas, utilities,
construction, manufacturing,
and agriculture

Consumer Services
Arts, accommodation,
healthcare

Our goal in sharing this survey is to help you benchmark your L&D department and organisation
against others in the nation and shed light on the challenges and trends that will shape 2018.

HOW MANY EMPLOYEES WORK IN YOUR
ORGANISATION?

26+22+2513410N
10%

4%

10,000+

5,001-10,000

26%
1-50

15%

13%

Other

1,001-5,000

25%

251-1,000
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9%

Trade

10%

Wholesale trade,
retail trade,
real estate

Education

22%

51-250
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11+2932+208

HOW DO YOU THINK YOUR L&D DEPARTMENT
PERFORMS IN COMPARISON TO YOUR COMPETITORS?
32%

29%

20%

11%

8%

At a much
higher level

At a
higher level

At the
same level

At a lower
level

Three-quarters (76%)
of companies who do not
measure the business
impact of L&D believe their
department performs
at a lower or much lower
level than their competitors.

At a much
lower level

HOW DO YOU PREDICT YOUR L&D BUDGET WILL
CHANGE IN 2018?

32+41+27B
27%

As a valued partner
to our clients we
upskill staff, increase
productivity and attract
and retain talent.
Find out how we can meet your
organisation’s goals today.

32%

Predict a budget
decrease

BPP lead the
way in talent
development.
Trusted by
the biggest
and the best.

Predict a budget
increase

Almost half (46%) of
companies who do not
measure the business impact
of L&D predict there will be
a budget decrease in the
upcoming year.

41%

Predict budget will
stay the same
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35+ 10172+ 20511+ 79+

WHAT IS YOUR ANNUAL TRAINING
BUDGET PER EMPLOYEE?

7+61217133+218

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

50%

50%
40%
30%

17%

20%

13%

4%

10%

£201-400

£401-600

£601-800

12%

4%

0%

£0-200

£801-1,000

20%

17%

15%

11%

10%

10%

11%

9%

7%

5%

5%

5%

3%

2%

0%

Less than
1 day

1 day

2 days

3 days

4 days
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5 days

6 days

1 week

1-2
weeks

Less than
6 months

7%

6 months 1 year

6%

12%

1-2 years

17%

2-3 years

13%

3-4 years
4-5 years

3%

21%

5-10 years

10-15 years

None of the
companies spending
above average (£300+)
on training per employee
each year had an average
retention rate of
less than 6 months.

8%

More than
15 years

13%

£1,000+

HOW MANY DAYS OF TRAINING
DOES AN AVERAGE STAFF MEMBER
RECEIVE PER YEAR?
20%

WHAT IS THE AVERAGE RETENTION RATE
OF YOUR STAFF?

2-3
weeks

More than
3 weeks

HOW SATISFIED IS YOUR STAFF
ACCORDING TO YOUR LATEST EMPLOYEE
SATISFACTION SURVEY?

3+21+55B
3%

21%

Highly
satisfied

Not at all
satisfied

21%

Not very
satisfied

Companies spending above
average on training per
employee are twice as likely
to say their employees are
highly satisfied.

55%

Satisfied
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63%

of companies with increased
turnover in the last year
rated leadership and

management development
as their top priority.

WHAT SUBJECT IS YOUR TOP TRAINING
AND DEVELOPMENT PRIORITY?

11%

Communication Skills

10%

Customer Service

7%

Compliance

6%

Information Technology
Project Management
Business Analysis and
Organisational Development
Health and Safety
Human Resources
Administrative Support
Engineering / Industry
Quality Management /
Auditing
Supply Chain Management
Sales
Marketing
Finance
Data Science / Analysis
Accounting
Design
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25%

Leadership and
Management Development

5%
5%
5%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%
3%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
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1518+302313+7912+105+1331+02530+23917+140+1114+2

WHAT TRAINING METHOD DOES YOUR
COMPANY USE TO TRAIN SENIOR-, MIDAND ENTRY-LEVEL EMPLOYEES

Senior-level employees
Mid-level employees

Entry-level employees

30%
20%
10%
0%

On-the-job
In-house Coaching by e-learning Conferences Workshops,
training training from managers
seminars
external
and peers
and open
providers
courses

Blended
learning

Tuition
reimbursements

External
coaching

31%

of companies who had
grown in the last year used
external coaching for
senior leadership.
That’s twice the average.

WHAT IS THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE YOUR
L&D DEPARTMENT FACES?

34+66+R L 17+
14+86+R L 14+86+R L 10+90+R L 7+93+R L
6+94+R L 5+95+R L 3+97+R L 2L
2+98+R 1+99+R L
34%

17%

14%

11%

7%

Limited budget

The small size of
our team

Getting employees
involved in L&D

Showing ROI on
talent development
initiatives

Aligning L&D
goals with the
company strategy

6%

5%

3%

2%

1%

Getting the
top-level of our
organisation to
support L&D

Keeping staff
engaged during
L&D programmes
and training

No way of
knowing which
efforts are most
effective

Poor training
materials

Poor trainers
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WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR ORGANISATION
AS HAVING A LEARNING CULTURE?

16+56+1810
10%

16%

Our staff does not
prioritise learning

Companies with
decreased turnover

2x

were
more likely to say
their staff does not
prioritise learning.

Our staff lives
and breathes
learning

18%

Our staff
is neither
positive nor
negative
about
learning

Over half (54%) of
companies who do not
measure the business
impact of L&D state their
organisation does not
prioritise learning.

56%

Our staff values
learning

HOW DO YOU ASSESS THE IMPACT OF L&D
ON STAFF?

33+2611+ 12+7
Feedback from
employees

33%

Feedback from line managers
that employees have
been positively impacted

26%

Employee retention
improves

11%

Employees are promoted
internally

11%

Amount of employees
completing training

We don’t measure the
impact of L&D
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12%

Three-quarters
(75%) of companies
who do not measure
the impact of L&D
on their employees
spend below
average (£0-300) on
training per employee
each year.

7%
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HOW MUCH DOES YOUR L&D DEPARTMENT
CONTRIBUTE TO YOUR ORGANISATION?

33+67+Q57
L +43QL6+94QL4+96Q L
33%

57%

6%

4%

Our L&D
department is
critical to our
organisation’s
success

Our L&D
department is
important to our
organisation’s
success

Our L&D
department is
not important to
our organisation’s
success

Our L&D
department
negatively affects
our organisation’s
success

HOW DOES THE TOP MANAGEMENT OF YOUR
ORGANISATION VALUE L&D?

36+34+237B
7%

23%

They do not
value L&D

They could
value L&D
more

36%

They are
actively
involved
in L&D

34%

Nearly three-quarters (72%)
of companies with poor
learning cultures state their top
management could value L&D
more or do not value L&D at all.

94%

of L&D professionals from companies
with an increased turnover
in the last year said
their department was critical to

organisational success.

They value
L&D
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

From the U.K. L&D Benchmarking Survey: 2018

1. MEASURING THE IMPACT OF L&D IS CRUCIAL TO SUCCESS
Measuring the ROI of corporate learning initiatives is strongly tied to executive
buy-in, increased learning budgets, a staff that prioritises learning, and the
belief that their department is competitive in the industry.

2. LEARNING CULTURE IMPACTS THE ENTIRE ORGANISATION
Strong learning cultures go hand-in-hand with senior leadership taking an active
or supportive role in workplace learning, and is linked with a higher employee
satisfaction level.

3. INVESTING IN TALENT DEVELOPMENT IS KEY
Organisations who offered employees a below-average number of training
days and had lower training budgets are more likely to report shorter employee
retention and lower levels of employee satisfaction.
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4. LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT ARE
TOP-OF-MIND
Regardless of industry, leadership and management development are the most
popular areas of employee development. This trend was even stronger amongst
companies who have grown in the last financial year as they look towards the
future and invest in leadership.

5. LACK OF RESOURCES REMAINS A TOP CONCERN
L&D professionals cite limited resources – budget and small team size – as the
top challenge they face in their department. Even the majority of companies with
positive financial growth and departments expecting budget increases in 2018
are no exception.
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VIRTUAL REALITY FOR CORPORATE
TRAINING IS HERE: ARE YOU READY?
Emerging best practices from organisations using virtual reality to train

Although VR has long been used to prepare
professionals to perform in hazardous
environments, more and more industries are
making use of the technology in new ways.

Virtual reality is not a futuristic possibility
for corporate training. No longer being used
exclusively to train in the military, aviation and
heavy industries, VR training is being tested
and deployed today by a diverse group of
organisations from the Royal London Hospital
and BT Openreach to McDonald’s and the
National Academy for Rail. The expectations
are high that the training medium will become
more widely adopted. The VR training market is
predicted to generate $216 million (£160.5) in
2018 and grow to $6.3 billion (£4.7) in 2022,
according to ABI Research, a leader in emerging
technology intelligence.

Thames Water worked with Igloo, a company
specialised in designing group VR experiences,
to create a VR onboarding programme that
takes their employees on a virtual team tour of
the sewer systems. “It’s kind of a chicken and
egg situation because they can’t send people
down to real life sewers unless they’ve been
trained and it’s difficult to train them on the
hazards they will encounter as a team without
actually putting them in sewers together,” says
Peter Halliday, Director of Communications.

We spoke with companies developing the
technology as well as companies using it for
training to help you begin thinking about how
your organisation might use VR for employee
training in the future. Mining their experiences
to look for best practice commonalities, we
delve into deciding how VR can be helpful,
what to look for in a technology partner, how to
develop content for this new medium, conducting
a successful roll-out, evaluating your success
and how it can complement rather than replace
existing training.

HOW ARE COMPANIES USING VR
FOR EMPLOYEE TRAINING?
Companies are finding new applications for
virtual reality at a rapid pace, and as the
technology further develops, the limits of your
L&D imagination become the only ceiling. Here
are just some of the examples of how virtual
reality is entering the corporate training
environment.
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CREATING A SAFE SPACE FOR
EMPLOYEE TRAINING

The Met Office has begun developing and testing
VR training to simulate weather conditions.
“As with other industries, providing genuinely
authentic activities for our learners can be
difficult, expensive and in some cases dangerous,
so VR has given us an opportunity to replicate
some of the more experiential learning activities
in the classroom environment,” said Helen
Caughey, International Learning Consultant and
Operational Meteorologist at the Met Office.

“ VR has given us an opportunity

to replicate some of the more
experiential learning activity in
the classroom environment. ”

— Helen Caughey,
the Met Office

Creating a safe environment for training isn’t
limited to physically hazardous situations.
Companies are also seeing the value in using
VR to give learners the emotional security to
slow down, make mistakes and ask questions to
achieve deeper learning. Fidelity Investments,
who developed a VR training programme to
develop empathy for their call centre associates,
chose the medium because they wanted to
“create a safe space to provide these
experiences,” said Adam Schouela who leads
Emerging Technology at Fidelity Labs.
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DEVELOPING CRITICAL THINKING
SKILLS
When developed and administered with the
goal of developing critical thinking, virtual
reality can be a powerful tool. By transporting
learners to the physical space where they will
later apply theoretical knowledge, and pairing
them with a facilitator who can guide them
through that experience, Farmers Insurance
has found an ideal recipe to prompt critical
thinking around the decisions that claims
adjusters make in their role, before they’ve
entered a customer’s home. “[Learners]
really appreciated the opportunity to be able
to slow down, think a little more about the
decisions that they were making, and also be
able to ask questions in the moment...That
was something that we were really happy to
hear, that this module was helping them with
that critical thinking process,” says Jessica
DeCanio, Head of the University of Farmers –
Claims who worked to develop their pilot VR
training programme.

Operational Meteorology team needed to apply
deep theoretical knowledge in a tight timeframe to forecast emerging weather conditions.
“Providing activities that authentically reflect
the operational environment helps us to provide
some context and situate the theoretical stuff
for our students,” says Caughey.

DESIGNING FOR PRACTICAL
EXPERIENCES
The most common training need triggering the
use of VR in the companies we spoke with was
the need to expose learners to a large range
of realistic experiences before they began a
new role.
Farmers Insurance chose their claims adjusters
team as their first training audience to
experience VR. The logic behind the decision
was based on feedback that one of the
biggest training challenges is seeing enough
property damage scenarios to recognise and
respond to them on the job.

Bringing theoretical knowledge to life was “Technology has finally reached a point where
always a challenge for the Met Office, whose we’re able to help that process with virtual

reality... they’re getting much more of a and live their experience.
collection of experiences before they ever go
Alzheimer’s Research U.K. received help from
out into a customer’s home,” says DeCanio.
Google and Visyon to develop an app that
The Met Office turned to VR for similar would act as a public awareness tool to convey
reasons. Previously, their L&D department had a greater range of the many cognitive
to depend on a notoriously unreliable training symptoms that people affected with dementia
event – the weather – to train employees experience.
experientially in different weather conditions.
“We wanted to build a simple, engaging, kind
Now, they’re simulating those weather conditions
of cool approach to help drive awareness and
and exposing “learners to a wider range of
understanding of dementia,” says Timothy Perry,
meteorological conditions at the touch of a
Director of Communications & Brand at
button,” says Caughey.
Alzheimers Research U.K. “We didn’t really see
For L&D professionals worried that technology it as a formal learning tool in the traditional
might take professionals out of the real world, sense... But what we found when we put it
it’s important to consider how much or how out there is that, while loads of members of
little classroom or e-learning gives employees the public were indeed using it, we were also
the freedom to practice applying practical skills seeing more of professional bodies, companies,
as they learn. “We’ve heard the analogy that it and organisations approaching us saying:
takes 10,000 hours to become an expert at Look we found out about this thing. Can we get
anything so when you think about corporate a load of Google cardboard sets from you so
learning, one of the biggest elements that’s we can use this app a bit more meaningfully?”
often missing is the ability to practice. We don’t says Perry. The organisation is now partnering
often give trainees the ability to practice what with a leading U.K. university to develop the
they’re being taught to develop that new skill,” app further as a training resource.
says Jeff Baumohl, Vice President of Product
Essex County Council Social Care Academy
Marketing & Alliances at TalentQuest.
used the application as a supplement to
Allowing learners to practice in a realistic another VR training product, the Virtual
environment can also make the job of Dementia tour. “The feedback from this type of
assessment easier and more accurate. “We’re experiential learning is extremely positive and
not just talking about training. We’re talking we know that staff not only respond well to this
about improving job performance and we’re type of learning but also retain more knowledge
looking at it not just from the context in what and are more successful in bringing
they’re being taught but also a more true-to- that knowledge to their role and changing
life picture of how people will actually perform,” their practice, compared with more traditional
says Baumohl, who has worked with companies classroom-based training. We have already
to help them more precisely define individual gathered data which shows how practice
training needs to calibrate their VR learning has changed for Dementia support,” says
Will Chaney, Workforce Capability Team
experience.
Manager.

FOSTERING EMPATHY

Developing empathy is, of course, not limited
Virtual reality has huge potential for building to the not-for-profit and public sectors. Fidelity
empathy and reducing bias by offering the Investments chose empathy-building as their
opportunity to step into someone else’s skin first employee training VR programme.
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“Can we create an empathy training module for
our call centre associates and really have them
understand and get some rational compassion
for what our customers are going through?”
was the central question of their use-case
according to Schouela. In the training,
employees are transported from the contact
centre to the caller’s surroundings, seeing the
environment, facial expressions and personal
perspective of the voice behind the line.

HOW DO YOU GET STARTED WITH
VR TRAINING?
Diving into a new training format is difficult.
Most companies we spoke with expressed that
they were surprised by how much the price
point has lowered over the last years due
to technological developments and a larger
market. Depending on the equipment and how
interactive and custom-built the content is, the
initial investment can be substantial enough to
make you carefully think through your launch.

UNDERSTAND THE RIGHT REASONS
FOR DOING IT

CHOOSING A VR SUPPLIER
Once L&D professionals have decided on the
right training application of VR, it’s important
to consider what’s most important from a
supplier. As an L&D professional, DeCanio of
Farmers Insurance was most concerned about
a realistic virtual environment, a supplier
who would take the time and resources to
learn about the complex claims decisionmaking process the programme would need to
support, and a sustainable platform that can
evolve as technology moves forward.
Working with a supplier who has developed a
programme that closely matches what you’re
looking to achieve may be impossible as
VR is still an emerging technology for most
corporate training. However, you can look for a
supplier who has done work in the same vein
of training for the outcome you’re looking to
achieve. Schouela from Fidelity Labs tried a
bias training programme from STRIVR, who
had developed training on reducing bias for the
NFL. “Trying it made a huge difference when
choosing a partner for this type of technology,”
according to Schouela.

When you’re shopping for a VR training supplier,
it’s critical to experience their work first-hand.
“Virtual reality is actually a perfect case for this
where it’s really hard to understand what the
impact of virtual reality is on training by just
reading about it – it’s a completely different
Halliday, of Igloo, recommends not thinking thing when you actually try it to experience it,”
about how your company will be left behind according to Schouela.
by not seizing on the technology, but instead
considering what training challenges you can DEVELOPING AND DEPLOYING VR
now solve by the permeation of VR technology. TRAINING
Although fear of missing out may drive many
companies to begin experimenting with VR
employee training, it’s not the right attitude to
have when deciding how you will use VR to
train.

Companies are only ready to launch a VR
programme when they have a specific training
problem and recognise how VR can help
them address it, according to Baumohl whose
company, TalentQuest, only begins developing
material when their clients have hit on a solid
training application of the technology.
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Developing content for VR training will be a
unique and challenging experience. Each step
of the process – from planning, to writing, to
filming – demands a different mode of thinking.
“You’re creating experiences as opposed to
creating content... There are a lot more things
that you have to take into account when you’re
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creating an experience as opposed to creating
content for someone to consume digitally. It’s
new, it’s different, and so you have to think
about it in a little bit of a different way,” says
Schouela.

they make one decision how does that impact
what happens next? We had to have our
employees involved in that design process so
that we made sure we got it as close to reality
as possible,” according to DeCanio.

CAREFULLY CONSIDER YOUR
Part of that difference includes as tight a FILMING
COLLABORATION IS KEY

collaboration as possible between L&D teams,
the developers and the people who live the
experience that you’re trying to recreate. In
the case of Alzheimer’s Research U.K., they
engaged with people affected by dementia to
ensure their app was creating a true-to-life
experience.

“ [Learners] really appreciated the

opportunity to be able to slow
down, think a little more about the
decisions that they were making,
and also be able to ask questions in
the moment... ”

— Jessica DeCanio
farmers insurance

Filming the training setting is a crucial part
of keeping the environment realistic. Fidelity
Investments opted to begin their empathy
training with a video shot in one of their contact
centres to make the environment as specific
and realistic to their employees as possible.
Filming in 360° will also be a new experience
for professionals accustomed to creating more
traditional video content. “You can’t direct
the shoot in the same way you could with a
conventional camera, which is what I was used
to. So you have to kind of give your actors their
instructions and then you have to go to hide
behind a bush – you have to get out of the
scene completely,” says Timothy Parry, who
directed scenes for Alzheimer’s Research
U.K.’s Walk Through Dementia.

DON’T FORGET FACILITATORS
As with any digital learning, virtual reality is not
a replacement for instructors and facilitators.
The Met Office uses VR simulations and
e-learning as a lead-up to bringing groups of
learners together to maximise the value of the
time spent face-to-face.

“We developed this programme with the
trainers and we brought in instructors, and
potential trainees, to get feedback from the
beginning even as we were storyboarding the
training to really understand what they were
going through and see whether we could
According to DeCanio of Farmers, “It’s not a
develop an experience that would fit within
stand-alone where we’re just putting people
their context,” says Schouela.
in the headsets and saying: ‘Go learn!’ They
If you’re developing a more game-based VR still have someone facilitating the learning
approach, establishing a feedback loop process. The facilitators have just been very
between your technology supplier and target excited about the ability to get into those
audience is critical to create a valuable training deeper conversations about why you’re
product. “It’s similar to a video game and making the decisions that you’re making and
so you have to think through every single to be able to answer more questions,” says
scenario that learners might approach and if DeCanio.
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EVALUATING THE SUCCESS OF VR
TRAINING
Two typical ways to show the financial return
of introducing VR training is to shorten the
learning curve while producing equally or
more proficient employees as more traditional
training, and improving the quality scores of
employee work and results. As with any
training, keeping managers looped into the
project will help you design for outcomes that
will have a sought-after business impact.

millennials into our organisation, they’re
becoming more and more used to this type
of platform in their day-to-day life as virtual
reality becomes more mainstream. We’re
making sure that we develop more cuttingedge, innovative ways for employees to learn.
I think that will be huge in attracting talent,”
says DeCanio.

“ There are a lot more things that

you have to take into account when
Conducting a pilot programme is a typical way
you’re creating an experience as
to tightly monitor and measure the impact of
opposed to creating content for
VR instruction. “Since we’re just now piloting
someone to consume digitally. ”
it, it’s a really great opportunity for us to look
at those two different audiences in a really
— Adam Schuola
analytical way,” says DeCanio of Farmers
Fidelity Investments
Insurance who are measuring the time
reduction of successful onboarding and
differences in quality scores of professionals As industry leaders move towards VR training,
receiving VR versus non-VR training.
it creates a possible future where smaller
organisations fall behind. “The fundamental
reality is that the kids that are going to be
TRAILBLAZING FOR YOUR
entering the workforce in the next five years
ORGANISATION
will not tolerate the PowerPoint presentations
Virtual reality can be an area where L&D turned into video recordings as training...
professionals can impact their entire So it’s going to be very eye-opening when
organisation in more ways than employee organisations recognise that their traditional
learning. “I personally think the sky’s really approach to training that they’ve been doing
the limit,” says DeCanio, who added that other for years is just no longer going to work.
parts of the Farmers organisation are watching Organisations who are progressive with
this pilot closely to see where else they can technology, that’s going to be a recruiting tool,”
incorporate virtual reality to add value to the says Baumohl.
organisation.
The Met Office promoted their VR training
throughout the workplace. “There was a lot of
interest and suggestions for using it in a wide
range of activities beyond the learning and
development opportunities already identified,”
says Caughey.
Developing cutting-edge training practices can
also be used as a leg up on talent recruitment.
“As we look at bringing more and more

To read the full interviews featured
in this article, click here.
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HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF THE
APPRENTICESHIP LEVY

Advice from companies awarded for their apprenticeship strategies
In April 2017, the Apprenticeship Levy came into effect and started shaking up the world of
training, education and recruitment in the U.K. Yet, many companies are still struggling to
understand levy requirements and how to fully utilise the opportunities it brings. According
to the Department for Education (DfE), the number of apprenticeship starts reported so far
in 2017/18 has dropped by 26.5% compared to this time in 2016/17. This is a worrying
beginning for the government’s ambitious target of 3 million apprenticeship starts by 2020. This
is, no doubt, down to confusion about the complexities and limitations of the levy system and
concerns about the time and resources needed to implement worthwhile apprenticeship
strategies.
For some, however, the levy is working. The DfE reports that there have been 67,200
levy-supported starts so far. The new system is helping develop or reinforce apprenticeship
programmes that meet business goals; ensuring funds are flowing, teams are growing, and
the results are showing. But what does it take to get there? How can L&D teams overcome
resistance and challenges in order to truly leverage the levy?

THE LEVY UNTANGLED: FAST FACTS
• The levy applies to all U.K. employers with an annual pay bill of more
than £3 million
• Each U.K. nation has its own system for how employers can
access the funds they pay towards the levy
• Employers in England can access money paid into their
apprenticeship service account to invest in apprenticeships
• Money can only be spent on apprenticeship training and
end-point assessment with a training provider on the Register of Apprenticeship Training Providers (RoATP)
• Training must last a minimum of 12 months and 20% of the
apprentice’s time must be spent on off-the-job training
• Funds will expire 24 months after they enter the account unless they
are correctly spent on apprenticeships
Learn more about the levy here
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INVEST TIME IN HOW TO SPEND
THE LEVY – AND MAKE SURE YOU
SPEND IT!

continuously being developed across all
sectors, levels and business functions, so the
opportunities to explore new territories and
expand markets are endless. When mapped
Less than 2% of employers in England are properly to business objectives and plans for
required to pay the levy, according to the DfE. future growth, the levy is a ladder that just
They also expect the levy to generate £2,675 needs climbing.
million each year towards apprenticeships.
That’s a lot of money from the predicted
19,000 companies paying the tax. And for
“ Utilise your levy in order of
some, the costs associated with setting up and
your priorities. ”
maintaining apprenticeship programmes –
— ian taylor
in terms of time, salaries, resources and
the education and
administration – don’t outweigh the benefits of
skills partnership
absorbing the tax as just another cost.
Looking for new opportunities for business
growth could be the answer. We spoke with
Laura Sneath, Apprentice Programme Lead
at IT infrastructure provider Softcat, Gold
winner of the 2017 Apprenticeship Programme
of the Year Award. “Growing apprenticeships
within the sales function has allowed us to
sell into previously untapped markets. Our
current strategy continues to grow and embed
apprenticeships across all areas and
departments within the business.”

SUPPORT FOR NON-LEVY
PAYING EMPLOYERS
For employers who don’t pay the levy, support
is still available. Pay 10% of apprenticeship
training costs and the government will pay
the rest, up to the funding band maximum.

Spending for the sake of it is also a concern.
“As a not-for-profit organisation, we have
found the levy challenging,” says Katie Rankin,
Qualifications and Apprenticeships Manager at
housing and care provider, Anchor, which was
the Silver Winner of the 2017 Apprenticeship
Programme of the Year Award. “With the
majority of our workforce working in adult
health and social care roles, the funding
available for these qualifications would mean
that we would need to triple the number of
apprenticeships we deliver as a business in
order to fully utilise our levy, which we feel
could reduce the quality of the programme,
and which is held up for its strong support
structure. We are now looking at how we
could utilise the levy to support other L&D
programmes across the business, developing
existing colleagues,” says Rankin.

Employers with a fear of wasting the money
would do well to invest in an audit of their
This is known as ‘co-investment’.
workforce development strategy and try to
utilise the levy instead. Ian Taylor, Managing
Director of the Education and Skills
Much like attitudes towards the value of
Partnership (ESP) says:
apprenticeships are evolving, so too are the
possibilities of the levy. Companies need to “Analyse your business and identify the skills
cast a wider net when considering where to gaps, then your aspirational needs, then your
invest the levy. Apprenticeship standards are ‘like to haves’ – and utilise your levy in order
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of those priorities. Look at where your ensure this money doesn’t go to waste.
company has historically had to spend money
on staff development, and ask a provider to MAINTAIN QUALITY WITH SMART
match this requirement to an apprenticeship RECRUITMENT
standard, and utilise your levy instead.”
One of the driving concerns of detrimental
The levy can be used as a motivational initiative spending is the worry that staff quality will
to develop and retain existing staff and take be affected. Sneath from Softcat says: “A
on apprentices for specialist roles that haven’t challenge we have had since the beginning
been considered. “Think about maximising has been recruitment and attracting the right
on your levy by reinvesting in your current talent for our business. We have addressed
workforce to fulfil an organisational need this by increasing our engagement with
through conversion,” says Ali Thomas, Museum specific local Further Education institutes.”
Volunteer Engagement Manager at the Natural
History Museum in London. “Look at your It is worth remembering that one of the main
employee engagement surveys and staff purposes of the government’s apprenticeship
development plans to find the gaps/priority reform is to standardise skill levels within
areas, and build or refresh the skills of your different sectors, in order to meet industry and
workforce. Your staff will value the opportunity employer needs, and improve the quality of
if they have been in post for a while and apprenticeships as a whole.
appreciate the development during a time Apprenticeship standards – which outline skills
of political and economic uncertainty,” says and learning objectives apprentices will need
Thomas.
to follow – are being designed and developed
by employer groups known as ‘trailblazers’.
Your apprentices will therefore be following
a carefully developed outline of required
SHARING THE FUNDS
knowledge and skills to meet the level and
From April 2018, employers will be able to use industry of the apprenticeship they are taking.
their levy funds to support other employers The quality should not be compromised
as long as you choose a suitable training
and transfer funds between organisations.
provider and develop a strong internal
programme for your apprentice. The
biggest challenge for L&D departments is
Apprenticeships may also be used to reinforce to make sure they take on the right people
or take the place of existing L&D programmes, who can thrive under the new apprenticeship
as is the case for Anchor. Rankin explains: “At standards.
present, we aim to support business growth
As Sneath suggests, reach out to universities,
by bringing in one hundred 16-24 year old
colleges and schools ahead of your recruitment
apprentices per year. However, we are reviewing
activities, and build relationships that can help
our existing management development
you attract the right talent for your organisation.
programmes to see if these can be converted
Invest real time into your apprenticeship
into apprenticeship programmes.”
specifications, working with managers to
Levy funds expire after 24 months, and while focus your ideal candidates – whether internally
there are obvious risks associated with unwise or externally – to ensure the apprenticeships
spending, carefully considered investments have the best possible chance for success.
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It’s also crucial to get your entire organisation
on board to ensure the importance and value
of apprenticeships is not only understood, but
specifically supported in terms of quality and
long-term performance. Of course, this starts
with top management.

DEMONSTRATE ROI TO SECURE
EXECUTIVE BUY-IN
Getting your company behind apprenticeship
schemes is critical from the very start of the
process. Sneath says: “You need to ensure
that the initiative has full buy-in from all senior
stakeholders including top level management.”
But how exactly do you do this? Rankin
discusses: “If you can demonstrate the business
benefits apprentices bring and make the
programme a success then you will gain
strong business buy-in into the programme.
It’s also worth looking at how you can make
the levy work for you, what development your
colleagues need and how this can done through
apprenticeships.”

Finding it difficult to search for
apprenticeship training and connect
with registered providers?
We’ve got you covered.

findcourses.co.uk/apprenticeship-search

So it all comes down to demonstrating ROI and
answering business needs. Prove the value of
apprenticeship schemes as per other company
L&D initiatives, through employee retention
and satisfaction rates, growth percentages
and performance output. Set qualitative and
quantitative objectives, and provide measurable
progress updates towards meeting them.
Offer apprenticeship programmes as a way to
meet business objectives and answer skills
gaps. Educate your company. Help your entire
organisation understand that apprenticeships
are a long-term investment, just like any other
workforce development programme. Sneath
says you need, “a passionate, supportive
and focused team internally to enhance the
apprentices’ development,” which will, of
course, pay off for everyone in the long-run.
Address management concerns through pilot
schemes to test the waters and don’t put all of
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your eggs in one basket. Put the time in now in Explain to management that apprentices don’t
order to reap the rewards later.
have to physically be away from your office for
20% of the time. They can use this time to
TURN THE 20% OFF-THE-JOB RULE study for their qualification, for job-shadowing
and to promote active learning within their
INTO A LEARNING OPPORTUNITY
teams. Plus, apprentices will be putting
One of the most common concerns voiced the skills they are learning into their roles
by management is the the 20% off-the-job immediately, so the company will be able to
rule. This dictates that apprentices will need benefit from their training straight away.
to spend 20% of their time ‘off-the-job’, i.e.
not directly working on their daily role. Most
businesses can see this being applicable to DON’T JUST CHOOSE A TRAINING
new starts, but not to current employees taking PROVIDER, CHOOSE A
PARTNERSHIP
an apprenticeship.
Taylor says: “Some companies say, because of So far, we’ve been discussing what L&D teams
the 20% off-the-job rule, it makes it financially can do internally to make the best of the levy
impossible to deliver apprenticeships and and apprenticeships. However, a significant
therefore they are just viewing the levy as a success factor rests on the training provider
selected to deliver the apprentice’s off-the-job
tax and passing the cost on to customers.”
training. Rankin explains: “As an employer who
But, there are ways to make this work. Sneath currently uses a training provider to deliver its
says: “Apprentices are measured internally apprenticeship programme, I’d recommend
not only on their performance in their roles ensuring you have a well-selected training
but also on completing off-the-job training provider who is willing to work in partnership
and their commitment to this element of their with you and support you to achieve your
apprenticeship. You need to ensure that the strategic objectives.”
qualification is relevant to the role the apprentice
is doing to help embed learning in the
workplace as well as in the classroom.”
That’s the critical takeaway here. Use the 20%
off-the-job rule to reinforce L&D initiatives
and learning in the workplace. Apprentices are
studying for qualifications on the very pulse of
their roles and industries, making them one of
the most valuable connections your company
has to current trends, concerns and best practice.
And as far as you can go to support this
dissemination of skills and knowledge, the
better. In fact, this aspect of apprenticeships
can be used as a major tool for implementing
or reinforcing a culture of learning in the
workplace, as Rankin explains: “We are looking
at how we demonstrate job shadowing and
mentoring sessions which form an important
part of our development programmes.”
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“ Help embed learning in the workplace as well as the classroom. ”
— Laura Sneath
Softcat

Talk to approved training providers to find the
best partnership for your company. They’ve
been through a rigorous process to get on the
approved provider list and will be able to work
with you to see how they can offer training
that meets the requirements of the levy, the
apprenticeship standard you want to deliver,
and the specific needs of your company. Some
will even help you manage the levy funds and
source the right apprentices.

MAKE APPRENTICESHIPS WORK
FOR YOUR L&D STRATEGY

become established as important recruitment
and education options, L&D departments
will need to evolve with and embrace them.
Apprenticeships can open doors for new learning
cultures and development programmes,
demonstrating the vital importance of L&D
initiatives.

Although it’s been around for some time now,
the levy is still in its infancy in terms of what
it could do for the country’s employment and
education sectors. While initial progress is
slow, the U.K. Government is trying to follow
through on its apprenticeship reform and But time is needed to make it work. The
levy should not be taken lightly. For many
demonstrate confidence in the levy.
companies, it brings a huge source of funding
Apprenticeships have yet to overhaul traditional that, if spent well, could help them expand
routes to higher education and employment, and thrive. L&D leaders should invest real
but the country is waking up to their importance time in assessing the opportunities the levy
and L&D departments should be prepared. could bring to their company, working with
“Take the opportunity now to be prepared for management, employees and training providers
the future,” says Thomas. The Natural History to identify the best possible ways to invest
Museum, in partnership with training provider funds. With some hard work upfront, the
Square Mile Leadership (SML), has already levy could help your L&D team flourish with
utilised the levy for management development. apprenticeship and upskilling programmes
“SML has brought to life the theory of the Level that ripple knowledge, skills and success
5 Diploma in Management and Leadership and throughout your organisation.
supported our learning, practice and application
throughout,” says Thomas. “Through this If you want to make the levy work for you, you
programme, our ambition is to create the have to work for it too.
inspirational leaders and managers of the future
and empower and support our full workforce
for what lies ahead.”
If apprenticeships continue to grow and

To read the full interviews featured
in this article, click here.
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REDEFINE WHAT YOU CONSIDER A
TRAINING SUCCESS

PROVING THE BUSINESS IMPACT OF
TRAINING

Practical strategies for measuring and presenting the ROI of corporate learning
Learning professionals know that proving
the value of L&D is essential to keeping and
increasing the resources at their disposal.
According to our survey of L&D departments
in the U.K., one of the key differentiators of
top performing departments, regardless of
industry or size, is their close relationship
with senior executives and their commitment
to measuring the ROI of corporate learning.
Unsurprisingly, these departments were
most likely to hold more days of training per
employee and consider their departments
more competitive than their industry peers.

can be more,” says Jo Rapley, People and
Culture Manager. Your senior executives
may believe this in theory, but at BPS World,
a close alignment between the executive
and L&D team make it a reality. If your
organisation doesn’t demonstrably act on a
belief that employee development is a catalyst
to keep your organisation competitive, it is
essential to make an airtight business case for
learning. If you don’t advocate for employee
learning by proving positive business impact,
executives will think learning is a necessary
evil instead of a business driver, according to
Jack Phillips, Ph.D, and Chairman of the ROI
At its heart, proving the business impact of
Institute, an organisation which helps the L&D
learning is essential to ensure investment
community demonstrate the value of learning.
in your people: every organisation’s most
valuable and appreciable resource. At BPS “When times get tough, executives are going
World, an international recruitment company to cut [the L&D budget]. They just say we can’t
and finalist for the HR Excellence Awards’ afford to do this. If they see the connection, we
Best L&D Strategy in 2017, employee learning can make the case that we can’t afford not to
is fuelled on an underlying belief that, “People do this,” says Phillips.
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If your departmental objectives revolve around
participation in training, or positive learner
evaluations, proving ROI in financial terms
verges on the impossible. The added value
that learning provides to business can only be
solidly proven in the application of knowledge,
skills or re-engagement on the job. “We have
to redefine learning success. Success doesn’t
occur in the classroom or a keyboard or on
your mobile phone. Success occurs when you
actually use what you’ve learned and had an
impact in the organisation – with your work,
with the customer, with the people around you.
That’s the business connection. Until you have
a business impact, you’re not successful,”
says Phillips.

ZSL London Zoo, which was highly commended
for its development strategy in the 2017 HR
Excellence Awards, produces an annual report
for directors and the Council of Trustees that
delves into the value of training. “We identify
measures of success for each project or
programme of work at the start and are
sure to capture data throughout the year to
demonstrate these”, says Emma Brown, Head
of Training and Organisational Development.

“ Uncertainty is the time to have more
investment in learning, not less. ”
— Jack phillips, phd
ROI Institute

BPS World credits the appreciation of its
senior leadership as a result of understanding OWN YOUR RESULTS IN TERMS OF
how developing employees directly affects BUSINESS IMPACT
its business’ bottom line and clearly impacts Accept that whether or not employees apply
how the business can reach its objectives. learning on the job: it’s ultimately your
responsibility. If you want to be able to
RUN LEARNING INITIATIVES WITH champion the successes of your initiatives,
you have to take ownership of failure as
MEASURABLE IMPACT AND
well. “We have this philosophy that we can’t
LEARNING OBJECTIVES IN MIND
control what employees do with learning so if
If you are looking to prove ROI, move beyond they don’t ever use it, it’s not our fault. Well,
your learning objectives and envision how your that may be true, but it’s the organisation’s
organisation would be a better place because budget that you’re spending. You better be
of the training. What behaviours would your concerned about it because it’s ultimately
learners adopt with their new knowledge and your budget that’s going to be cut if your top
skills and what are some business outcomes executives don’t see that connection,” says
that could result from those changes?
Phillips.
Ensure your trainers and learners understand Taking ownership of the results is what will
the ultimate goal of your programme is to empower you to prove positive impact and hold
help staff perform at a higher level and that a strong position in securing future or continued
the training only becomes valuable when they investment in employee learning. At BPS,
have used it in their role. “If you want results “when we have had a successful quarter there
from L&D, design for it. Let’s make sure that will be a number of people/factors that try to
we plan for it so that when we go measure it, ‘own’ that success. We therefore set clear
qualitative and quantitative objectives at the
it’s there,” says Phillips.
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start of any programme. Participants are asked
to keep a learning log of how that learning has
had an impact on their job, team, or business
and it’s collated when calculating ROI,” says
Rapley.

GET MANAGERS INVOLVED TO
ENSURE LEARNING IS USED ON
THE JOB

rather than a cost because you’ve just shown
a ROI in the same way that a Chief Financial
Officer was going to show them,” says Phillips.
At BPS world, one ROI case reported a higher
retention rate after training a team struggling
with turnover. They intervened with a leadership
development programme focusing on coaching
and motivation. “The financial return came
from increased revenues generated by the
team due to an increase in their motivation.
Additionally, there were cost savings in the
recruitment of new team members as the
retention rate had increased,” says Rapley.

What’s a solid strategy for making sure
that training is used by employees? Phillips
advises working with the managers of learners.
“They’ve got to be a part of the process.
Because the number one influence of the Although proving ROI may involve more
person using learning on the job is their quantitative measures than you already collect,
immediate supervisor,” says Phillips.
Phillips recommends including intangibles in
Bringing senior managers into the training your report, which can include powerful stories
process not only helps you ensure business from employees and departments who were
impact after the training, it helps you calibrate impacted by your training.
training to better serve the employees who By aligning your definition of success with
need it. “L&D should adopt a consultative senior leadership, working with business impact
approach with senior managers whereby they objectives throughout your programmes, and
seek to understand their L&D needs. It is presenting your results credibly, you can
paramount that there is open and honest reinvigorate your L&D budget. More than that,
communication, gaining feedback, and acting you can become a key player in helping your
on it, in pursuit of continuous improvement,” organisation overcome the fear and uncertainty
says Rapley. It has the added benefit of helping that will stunt its long-term growth. This is
to “identify subject matter experts in the especially important for businesses trying
business – who can deliver relevant training – to navigate and prepare for the uncertain
can help engage managers in creating a learning post-Brexit world. With the U.K. economy
culture,” says Rapley.
projected to slow in 2018, now is not the time
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course or qualification in digital
marketing
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to shy away from learning. Now is the time to
PRESENT SOLID RESULTS TO
report its tangible benefits and make them
grow. As Phillips explains: “Uncertainty is the
YOUR SENIOR LEADERSHIP
time to have more investment in learning, not
Phillips recommends working closely with
less.” But without the data to demonstrate this,
the CFO of your organisation because
L&D departments will face a turbulent road.
they are most adept at understanding how
investments convert into returns and commonly
work with other departments to synthesise this
information into a presentation that the
executive team will find credible. “[The]
decision to invest in L&D is made when one of
To read the full interviews featured
the executives sees [learning] as an investment
in this article, click here.
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EMPLOYEES DON’T SHARE
KNOWLEDGE

a quiz-show format. Leaderboards add an extra
competitive draw and you can work with a
pen and paper, free websites, or sophisticated
Overcome this challenge by creating or
software depending on your budget and scale.
supporting skill-sharing platforms both on
and off-line. Find internal knowledge-sharing
networks and work with their founders to COMPANY IS GROWING TOO
help them get more press to recruit new and QUICKLY TO MAINTAIN PRODUCT
interested members of staff. Or, invite staff with KNOWLEDGE
specialised knowledge to take over training If you’re onboarding large groups and find
or meeting rooms to share their expertise.
they aren’t absorbing and applying product

EMPLOYEES DON’T THINK
TRAINING WILL IMPACT THEIR
PERFORMANCE

LEARNING AT WORK WEEK: INNOVATION
IN L&D
The most innovative strategies being piloted at LAWW to tackle challenges
Innovation is anything but business as usual.
In May, approximately one million employees
in the U.K. are impacted by Learning at Work
Week, an annual celebration of learning where
companies and organisations, large and small,
shake up their routine and dedicate a week to
developing their staff.
Learning at Work Week, organised by the
Campaign for Learning, is the perfect excuse
to gather the courage and time to cast aside
what you know isn’t quite working, cook up
solutions and try something new.
Many dedicated HR, talent development and
L&D professionals seize on this opportunity to
innovate through challenges that are all too
familiar: tight budgets, staff spread across
remote locations and employees disengaged
with their professional development.

development professionals need but don’t
always get. You have a deadline to hold the
events in synchrony with the rest of the
country and one week to hold your main
activities. In short, there are intrinsic time
constraints which are often critical to creativity.
Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon, says that “one of
the only ways to get out of a tight box is to
invent your way out.” Learning at Work Week
also lends the opportunities to question existing
learning structures and to get buy-in to
experiment from staff at all levels.

Innovation sounds great, but what does it
look like in real life? Here is some inspiration
presented by the challenges that L&D
professionals from of a range of company-sizes,
team-sizes, and financial resources faced and
innovated through. We hope some of these
Learning at Work Week creates many of challenges sound familiar and give you some
the conditions for innovation that talent new ideas to tackle them!
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knowledge, instead of introducing a quiz, try
gamifying it through an escape room where
small teams compete against one another to
answer product questions to escape the room
in the fastest time.

Try promoting testimonials. Invite members of
staff who engage with your resources to act as
evangelists and create brief videos about what EMPLOYEES DON’T BELIEVE THEIR
they’ve learned through face-to-face or digital TRAINING FEEDBACK IS HEARD
If learners feel that their opinions don’t matter,
training to drive up sign-ups.
show them the visual. Detailed surveys can
be critical, but allowing your employees to
EMPLOYEES DON’T REALISE
their feedback in the office can be an
LEARNING CAN BE DONE OUTSIDE show
empowering reminder that their development is
OF THE CLASSROOM
a top priority for the organisation. After a large
To encourage awareness of flexible training training event, pass around post-its and
solutions, offer employees rolling taster pens to make a display board with one-word
sessions of your virtual resources. Some ideas descriptions of what they thought of the
could be taking over screens with playlists training. Display it prominently in your training
of TED talks, setting up a bank of ipads with area or in a high-traffic zone.
interactive displays, or a sampling of virtual
courses that are relevant across roles.

MANDATORY TRAINING IS A
SNOOZE
If participants are bored, try gamification.
Unfortunately, some of the most critical training
for staff members can be the most boring and
the hardest content to change.

EMPLOYEES IN SUPPORT ROLES
LACK PRODUCT EXPERTISE

Do the people who keep your organisation
running know all about their role but little
about the product that you make or the service
that you deliver? Offer an informal/accepting
platform for your employees to ask “stupid”
questions. It can be embarrassing to work for
a company or organisation well-known for its
expertise but possess no knowledge about
how it all works.

Depending on your budget, you can help your
employees study for the test in a digital game that
you contract out or you can work with a smaller
budget by setting up employee competitions in Ask those employees to anonymously submit
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all of the questions they were too afraid to ask.
Then, invite your experts to deliver simple
explanations and share where your product
or service is headed to help everyone work
towards the same vision.

LEADERSHIP ISN’T MODELING A
KNOWLEDGE-SHARING CULTURE
An innovative solution to this challenge could
be organising inspirational talks about learning.
Invite your senior leaders to deliver TED-style
talks about how learning has shaped their
lives and the most important lessons they’ve
learned in their careers.

STAFF IS SPREAD ACROSS
LOCATIONS
If you’re struggling to reach remote learners, try
out social learning through short training videos
or online discussions. Promote company-wide
membership to your staff’s private social
media channels and use it to share short training
videos or live interactive sessions on the most
need-to-know topics.

DEPARTMENTS HAVE SILO
MENTALITY
Help break down borders by asking your
senior leaders to host Q&As. Provide a platform
for leaders from various departments to host
Q&A sessions to help others understand how
they work, share knowledge and foster an
understanding of other business operations.

To learn more about Learning at
Work Week, click here.
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FINDCOURSES.CO.UK
findcourses.co.uk is a cost-free search engine dedicated to corporate training
and further education. Our goal is to help individuals and companies find relevant
courses or providers for professional training.
As a company, we believe wholeheartedly in the value of excellent training and
continuing professional development. That’s why we work closely with HR and
L&D departments and training buyers in organisations to help them source the
right training.
Interested in using our free consultation service to find and compare training
providers? Send us an email at quote@findcourses.co.uk
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